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ABSTRACT 
This doctrmcnt makes a transition from the antenna noise-temperature formulation for ex- 
tended noise sources in the far-field o r  Frauohofcr-region of zn antenna to one of the intermediate 
near-field o r  Fresnel-re@on. The effort is directed toward microwave antenna simulations and 
high-speed digitai can3puter analysis of radiometric sounding units b s d  to  obtain water vapor and 
temperature protiles of rhe xt~ilosphere. Fresnel-re~ion fields are computed at various distances 
rrom the aperture. The antenna noise-ten~perature contribution of an annular noise source is 
computed in the Fresnel-region (D2/ 16Xj fur a 1 3.2cm diameter offset-paraboloid aperture at 
b0GHz. The rim.--;ivr.ragc Poyilting vector is used to effect the computation. 
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 
Co 
- 
E (x'. y8, 2')  
R (x', y', z8) 
j 
S, .  S2 
k 
(To. t. t, 
e x ,  Ty. Tz) 
ii 
d> 
cr. e. 
(R. 8.4) 
- 
S 
diameter of a circular aperture (meters) 
wavelength (meters) 
exponent in feed function 
range constant 
electric field (voltsln~eter) 
magnetic field (ampere-turnslmeterl 
complex operator 
angular frequency (radiuslsec.) 
frequency (cycleslsec.) 
surface unit normal 
permeability (henrylmeter) 
inductive capacity (faradlmeter) 
gmdient operator (grad) 
Green's function or  phase (in context) 
radial distance (meters) 
differential area (meters squared) 
closed surfaces (in context) 
wavr number (radians.'metcr) 
spherical hasis vectors 
Cartesian basis vectors 
sheet-curren t 
time-average Poynting vector (wattslmeter squared) 
antenna noise-temperature (deg. Kelvin) 
antenna directive-gain function 
differential solid-angle (sterddians) 
noise-temperature distribution function (deg. Kelvin) 
characteristic impedance of freespace (ohms) 
scalar feed intensity (in context) 
spherical distance and angle variables (generic) 
spherical distance and angle variables (feed) 
Poynting vector 
Euter angles. coefficients of i7t (in context) 
parent-paraboloid coordinates 
radial and azimuthal generating parameters of the offset paraboloid, 
and parent paraboloid 
transla tion parameters 
translated parent paribloid coordinates 
FRESNEL-REGION FIELDS AND ANTENNA NOISE-TEMPERATURE 
CALCULATIONS FOR ADVANCED MICROWAVE 
SOIJNDING UNlTS 
INTRODUCTlON 
An objective of this document is to effect a trtlnsit~on between the well-know11 expressions 
for antenna noise-tempenture associated with extended noise sources in the far-field (Fmunhofsr) 
region of  an antenna .tnd a forlnlrlation suitable for ~pplication in thc intrrniediate near-field 
(Fresnel) region of  an antenna. It will be shown that a simple transition can be made in a sys- 
tenittic nianner by ( 1 ) restoring certain factors of the far-field expression which are inherent to  
the physical pprocss and. ( 2 )  introducing the unambi_euous time-average Poynting vector. By 
implication the Cartesian cmrdinate basis replaces the moving trihedron of  the spherical basis in 
the Fresnsl-region analysis of antenna noise-temperature. The replacement is a particularly 
natural one when fc~cusing apertures (paraboloids. canonical Casscxrain and Gregorian systems, 
shaped dual-retlcctor systcnis, etc.1 are t o  be dealt with since the spherical coordina~te net and 
the Cartesian  wordi in ate net cvnforni to  the Fraunhofer arid Fresnel-region fields. respectively. 
A further objective of this document is to  obtain a value ior the increment of antenna 
~ioise-tenlperati~re contributed by an on-board obstacle. o r  noise source. situated in the Fresnel- 
region (DZ!16X) of the 13.2cm offset-prlraboloid aperture at 5.0mm wavelength (60.0GHz). An 
idealized obstacle. resembling a flat washer. was selected for this ca!culation. The axes of rota- 
tional synlmctry of the obstacle and the projected antenna aprturc. are congrireilt hcre. The 
Frcsnc.1-rc-gion fields exhibit uriiplanar symmetry. In anticipution of  subsequent calculations tlte 
time-average Poynting vcctor components were developed over the domain (D2/32X) < zAp 5 
(2DZIX). incrctncriting position by octaves, but only the representative case, (D2il hi. D*/8X) are 
il\trstratc'ii here. Two illumination distributions were considered for thc aperturr. 
The scattering formulation used in this document will now be presented as a matter of 
rrctrrd. and to further clarify the advantage (if not outright necessity) of introducing the time- 
averige Poynting vector for the Fresnel-region. The line of demarcation between the latter and 
the Fraunhofrr region is somewhat imprecise. For aperture-antennas the criteria (Co = 2) in 
is frequently cited for separating the two regions. The preceding implies a phase departure of 
XI16 or n/8 radians at the extreme radius of a circular cophased aperture due to the proximity 
of the observer. Some investigators allow a phase degradatian corresponding t o  Co = 1 ,  but 
effects can be seen in both amplitude and phase patterns of aperture antennas at either rddius 
when making a comparison with a rang corresponding to, say, Co = 10. See Ref. I, p. 264, and 
Ref. 2. p. 30. 
The expression ( 1  ) should be used with some discretion when dealing with antennas generally. 
For example, the effective diameter for a hypergoloidal subsystem of a Cassegrain configuration is 
zero. 
THE SCATTERING FORMULATION 
An amended form or" the Kirchhoff-Kottler formulation. as written for perfectly conducting 
surfaces. was used to generate the Fresnel-repion field vectors utilized in this document. :L 
variant of the Stratton-Chu formula which is sometimes termed the "physical+ptics" method. 
I t  suffices to illustrate the onset of certain special effects' as the Fresnel-region is penetrated. 
See Ref. 3, p. 460; Ref. 4, p. 158: Ref. 5 ,  p. 4; Ref. 6, p. 35. 
Thc complex-vector fields (electric and magnetic) are given by 
- 
E(Y'. y'. 2 ' )  = - - 
'Deprrurc from inverse rust-order r-dependence of fwkls. and departure from the free-space impadma value are in:iudcd. 
ll ( c i ~ A , i ~ V i d s .  Rx', y'. 2 ' )  = - - 
and 
At large distances from a scatterer o r  antenna there are several sin~plit?cations. Since the 
totality of radial field components of E(s'. y'. z'). as well as the radial field mmponents of 
- 
H ( x l ,  y'. 2') .  vanish at infinity consistent with the Somrnerfeld conditi0ns.l 
1 I [ ( i i X ~ , ) - ~ ]  v $ d s - j w p  - jwe 4u 4, 
This is predicated on the resolution of sheer current into radial and transverse components with 
h 
respect t o  radial vector (I,): 
(ii x ITl, = iC1 = Kli + Rl t .  (7) 
Then 
- 
E(xl. y'. zr) = - jwp - RIt $ ds, 4n 
s1 
Even though(7i XN,)  X V JI in R(x'. y'. z') is necessarily transverse, and the latter is therefore 
also transverse. this observation does not assist in the evaluation of the ratio !E(x'. y', 2') 1 1  
x r  y 2 ' )  I. Proceeding analogously. as with the treatn~ent of  the electric field. 
- 
H(xr. y'. z') = - - 
4n 
'ke also Appendix A, where the radia. lectric field at tnfiiity is shorn to vanish without res~rting to the Somrnerfeld conditions. 
due to the yanllelism 
- 
K l r  I1 v $. 
Now t lic orthogonal relationship 
- 
E(x'. yt. 2 ' )  1 R(xl. y'. z') 
I~olcis. and the fields are seen to  be temporally synchronous. 
Fmni t l ~ r  preceding developnient . 
h in free-spare since the operation T( X I ,  rotates all of the vectors K,, by 90-dcgrees. spatially. 
1, 
- A h  K x ? = IKIt I lTrl sin / KI,. I ,  l t '  = IK, I$' 
and 
I t  is notci l  that K, is the component of K1 which is transverse to radial vector er). Here (T t l )  
1 
is trJnsvr.rsr to both fit) and Rr). 
TI {I! TI ME-A VERAGE POYNTlNG VECTOR 
T h c  preceding section o n  the scattering formulation established the fact that the r~~diat ivc 
t'lelds ( r  -+ 00) are hoth spatially orthogonal and te~nporally synchronous. This observation is 
relevant with regard to the time-average Poynting vector. See Ref. 3, p. 137; Ref. 7, p. 313; 
Ref. 8, p. 322: 
In (17), the vector cross-product i;nd introduction of the conjugation constitute spatial and tem- 
p r a l  projections, respectively. This is easily verified by such simple tests as assuming 1 E, 
F 11 ii, E -r E A, H -r Ti &, FI + B /$E+r12,  etc. in various permutations. 
By implication there may then exist, in certain regions about a scatterer of electromagnetic 
fields, components of fields which do  not contribute t o  radiation. The underlying reason may be 
spatial para!lelism, o r  temporal quadrature, or  both. In a generic situation, the appropriation of 
such electric or  magnetic field distributions as E(0, @), Tf(8, @) t o  form directive gain functions 
G(0, @) may at times be in error. The time-average Poynting vector is a combination of six mag- 
nitudes and six phase values, which leads to a single cotnplex-vector for every point in space 
where the fieids are defined and, via a double-projection, remains free of error with regard to 
radiated power-density. This vector may be variously directed, but it always extracts the space- 
time relationship between the electric and magnetic fields that is exhibited in the Sommerfeld 
far-field conditions in forming the magnitude I <  P > I .  
THE ANTENNA NOISE-TEMPERATURE FORMULATION 
Ordinarily the far-field radiation pattern of an antenna is used for the calculation of antenna 
~oise-temperature in a cross-conelation with a brightness d i s t~~bu t ion  ver some solid angle (often 
4n steradians.) Both T,(0, 4) and GA(O, @) may be visualized as lying on concentric spheres 3f 
equal radii, which are free to  move with respect to one another. The associated equ~ t ions  usu- 
ally appear as 
where powet-normalization has been effected in the latter case. See Ref. i ,  p. 372; Ref. 9,  p. 
1 SO. 
The expressions for antenna noise-temperature, (14) and (IS)  above, appear independent of 
range (r) when far-field o r  Fraunhofer conditions are assumed to exist, but these equations may 
b: rewritten to advantage by introducing the r-dependence of GA(r, 8, $) and differential area 
ds(r. 0 .  @). From the definition of solid angle, Ref. 10, p. 290, 
and, for the spherical coordinate system which conforms to the disposition of the physical mdia- 
!ion fields, 
ds = r2 sin 8 d 8 d d. 
The radiation fields are conveniently resolved into spherical components E,j a i d  E4, with 
E, = 0. 
Since, in the Fraunhofer-region, 
and since, for spatially orthogonal and temporally synchronous tklds,' 
' 1 1  IS Iac~tly assumed here that, tolbwine; Stratton, el ul., the ficlds arc temporally sinuwidal for thc Poynting vector discussion and E 
i ~ i ip l~es f ia \ in~umvalue ,  accounting for the factor (112) in equation (23). 
equation (14) may be rewritten as 
@I'&x', yf ,  r') <Y(xl. yf ,  z') > l i d s  
T,(x', y', 2' )  = - 
ft < R x f ,  y', z') > Ti ds 
Although (18) is recoverable from (24) and the latter is valid at  all distances from the scat- 
terer, its Cartesian form does not conform to spherical waves. It is, however, ideally suited to the 
Fresnel-region of an aperture antenna for which power is strongly collimated. Furthermore, the 
formulation (24) is also valid in a region where (E) and (n) fields may no loriget be orthogonal 
or  synchronous, and where (E2) (Hz) may no longer 5e a valid m m u r e  proportional to power 
(P) since 
is possible in that region. 
RECIPROCITY AND COHERENCE 
The antenna noise-temperature figures generated for the example of this document were 
predicated on several assumptions, including 
( i )  The "transmit" patterns or  Poynting vectors of the Fraunhofer and Fresnel-regions 
may be utilized for the "receive" case under the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. See 
Ref. 12, p. 44. 
(2) Tne "transmit" patterns o r  Poynting vectors of the Fr~unhofer  and Fresnel-regions, 
whose derivation is predicated on total coherence, may be cross-correlated with a 
noise-temperature distribution which is associated with an incoherent source. 
(3) The "transmit" patterns are affected by the specification of the feed-horn character- 
istics. In particular, the directivity of the primc-feed pattern, controlled by the 
factor (N) in the electric-field expression 
E = Q msN 63, 
.$ 
is :I iwanieter affrcting the Frcsnel-region pattern. 
It is noted that the fundamental expression for antenna noise-temperature, (18), incorporates 
directi-~e-giiin and is devoid of phase consideratbns. In analysis 
and the phase pattern, which had its origin in the assumption of a monochromatic source u ~ d e r  
an algorithm such as the physical-optics or  Kirchhoff-Kottler formulation. is simply de!eted. 
It is interesting ko examine the Poynting vector approach of the present docunrent in this 
cunteut. From (17) it can be seen that the definition of the time-average Poynting vector pre- 
cludes the jmssibility of having phase appear in the formulation. This would not have been true 
~f iht. classical Popnting vector 
S = F x R  (28) 
of Ref. 3. p. 132 had been used. Retention of explicit normalization would then have removed 
radiation pattern phase from the discussion however, as can be seen from an inspection of (24), 
assuming Ts is a constant. 
R4DIOMETER/NOISE-SOURCE/FIELD SYMMETRY 
The assumed geometry of the advanced microwave sounding unit and the antenna noise  (z) a n y  from the antenna aperture plane are ,>own in Fig. temperature source. a distance of - 
1. A scale drawing of the offset aptenna alone is given as Fig. B-1. It can be seen from these 
figures That there is a common axi!: of symmetry for the circular aperture (AP) and the source cf 
antenna noise-temperature 0,). but only uniplanar symmetry (xz) for the time-average Poynting 
vectors <F > in the present calculation. The radii (o) of the noise source are changed progres- 
si. ,t I p. bk- 0 1  :-wavelength increments, increasing the outer radius and decreasing the inner raclius 
as supg~.sted by Fig. 1. This flat or open-surface noise source is a convenien? abstraction for cx- 
ploring tllc antenna noise-temperature increment due to an on-board source situated in the 

!.'rr>at~l-ri-$Hjn of the sntenna. It can be wen that itrcmasing the s ~ i ~ r c e   dills (away S~CIIII the 
ltrtb~i.itcrl .Ilwrttlre radius intercepts the weak fringe r~diat ion whik dccfcari: the sour~-c radius 
.IH..~\ t'nb~ll the pnbjcctd acwrturc radius intcrcrpts the strongly cx~ll~mjted radiation of the lilral- 
~ I - I I  k.ri parahohbid. (The "1~11sm1t" point-of-view is retainc-d for the present discu~ssic~n.) Les 
::f>\~r;~c.t s i t l ~ ; ~ t ~ ~ n s .  including multipls 1~3isc wt~rr'c-s. are discused in the closiw sections of this 
kith 11111~1lt. 
:\tlr~ntkbn 1s direclc'lf tcr thr' ('artesian cxk>nlitwte systcnr inferred h) Fig. I and 1-ig. 8-1. It 
1.: .I " r ~ i - t i f  It.indt*d" s)-?;tCn~ with origin at tltc r-entcr of thc aiwrturc (.\P). All si~hszqticnt gmpl:s 
31a! i31t.111:&11011~ ;IJItcre 10 this set 01' ~ X ~ I I ~ C - I I ~ Y ~ I I S .  The f r i r~ r -  vectors ;rdjscr.nt t o  the stntrtgly 
C ~ ~ I I I I I I J ~ T C I  jk~Tlkt11 trf Frrsncl-rqzk~n will hc a n d r  up rjf weak (h). (q l .  anti ( P I )  cxjlnptnrnts 
tr!' L I IC  t ~ ~ n r - l r v r r . ~ r  Yoyntina vcztor. Intu~tivcly. the (PI) cvnlpo~rcnt ot' , F> slwi~ld be doiai- 
11.1111 111slJt- 111" ~~~11i111~ll .J  rt-ghrn ~ n l l  r;ll?ic's ~ I I C  pbisibility t\i s~~tlplit 'yi~rg the t ~ ~ n l p ~ ~ f a t i t ~ n  cj ' 
.AIIIL.I~II.I ~ltt~x--t~-tttlvr.tti~rc 111 thC t-'wsncI-rcyn~n I i ~ i ~ t t ~ s I l  a rl~scrcct c-!hblzf 4>f ch~scd surt'lr~~v (31 
I l l  ( ,'a) 
1.qu;lr ton ( 4 )  i t  Jacrlt cs ~ntcgratioii avcr t he unrc  z h w J  surt'acc for h ~ t  h nuntcr~tnr  .IIJ e- 
nc,:!lrlr.rttu. ('t~~twtIzr;lblr arbitrsrtncs ccxrsts herc and altllcjuglr the unrc  sy~nlwl ts) is i1sc.J for 
I!IC ,.ltwti ~ i 1 i i . 1 ~ ~ .  wvCral ~Itc-rnlrttvcs arcu av.111~bJc. In a far-fidd o r  Frdi!nhofr'r ~h j i s c - t c~ t~ [wr~ l t~ r t~  
i.tlil~l.~ttt~n .I I . t ~ r .  idrally intinitc. sphere cnr'ktse thc ;Intc!tnz systcnt. The ~ i c n o ~ ~ ~ i n a t o r  of  (24) 
II\.I\. ct\nicpt~.iily at Irast. hc walustcd b l  ~~rtc-gratiryl the Jircctivz piin fi~nction 1;(8. 0 )  over 
-In stcr;Idi~ns 01' d i d - ~ n g l c .  -4s pruzli~-d diffizult~rs rrisr- in either ca1culatilIg C;(f l ,  4) ovrr 311 
\p.i:c. ~ \ r  itic.tsi1rlnp the s ~ n l e ,  Il~e.  ; l l t C ~ ~ ~ t i v c  of cvalusting the dc!wminator by integratarg the 
t I I I I ~ - - . I \ ~ - ~ ~ ~ T  f'ttyntinp sector over the antenna .tlwrtur~* hccwnrcs attructivc. It 1s irrclcv:~:~t. thcrc- 
~ i ~ c ,  \si~c[lrcr thv nttiw-rr'n~(urati~rc calt-ul~tic~~i h p p - n s  to liz irr rhr Fraunhbfcr or  Frrsncl 
I I ~ I  \ I c  ~ J c r ~ n  I ; ~ i t  I h e n r r ~ . ~ t r  f 4 .  !'hc ilrbsr*ll >trrl;tzrs III.I?- 1 ~ .  
.I k !  l t i \ , !cr ( s ,  ) .  
In Fig. 2 forward radiation is ;hrouph the antenmi aperture (.4P). dcsunrtcd surfacr (I). 
51ckwani ndistion is through an identical area (Vli). and closure is achieved with the cylindri- 
&-a1 wall snrfacc (VIk It may. at times. k advant;r~tx>us to  st*lect a alrfacc p r ~ l l c l  t o  thr  
;tlwrturt.. hut ~ ~ r i w w h a t  way fn~nr  tlir radiatrnp airfa~x*. t o  ohvhte certain cunrput3tion:il ~liffi- 
culties (r  = 0 )  witti rqa rd  t c  thC Crcr~i's filnctlon (4). In any event. the total radiatcd p w r r  
tkrwing away froti: tlw antr11113 is :'va1i1atrd, atid the valur of t h r  dernrtirinator is invariant wit11 
rrspcct to distance from tlrt* c~t+;ntor and tlrr s h a p  of  thr  zlowd wrfae-e (sl 1. 
In ;In analogoils niannrr a wtx>rrd cylimler. (s2) it1 Fig. 2. is well s t~ i t td  to t h r  prt.~1.111 110isc- 
tetnper~ture caiculations in view crf tht. cctnrmon ash1 symmetry of the aperture aiiJ tlrr tioisr 
sijtrrw. This surfacu is c v r n p ~ w i  crf the antt:trna qwrture (AP). dtsignatcj (I). an annular mr- 
face (11). a cylindric-al wall suriacc (Ill). :tnothcr annular surfacr (IV) ;;ssrciatcJ with the ph>sical 
stirf~cc of (Ts). and the interior of that ;Inriulus (V). It is noted t lut  the unit m~rnial (3) is 
rverywhcre dirrcted ou twads  to the il.)%\i surface o n  whik-h thr  ~ w i s - t r m p r a t u  distribution 
Ts(s'. y'. 1') ft'sities, thcrcfirrc the out-xard nornlal o f  (s l)  on s u b s u r f s ~ ~  (I) niust be wvrrwd ior 
this part of (s?). It is 31s) ii~lr>tcd 11131 tlic r;tJii~s of  the area designated (11 dctcrnrincs tlrc get\- 
nrrtriz h ~ u n d  of  thc ~x>lliniritt\i rnrr*:y. This ttnrtyy is wen to cvnvcrt h n r  pl31ir-w~\r- t o  
:pht*rical wave in thr  pwwnt calzubtinns in the nranncr s u w s t c d  by the Poyntinp vc i ton  slic~wn in 
1-iguw 2. but it would not divcrgt. u11tit.r ray-<rptics (Sneil's LAW). 
T,(\'. y'. 1') <Rx'. y'. 17 > .ii d s  
I+II+III+IV+V 
// < f ix' .  y'. I ) )  > . il 11s I+VI+VII 
Stnee (T,) is taken to  he idcntiully rt.11 aver I. 11. 111 and V of (s2), and since < > is t a k n  to 
be rrn)  over V1 and VII o i  (s,). ( c )  rsducrs to 

T,(x'. y', 2') < 8 x 1 ,  y'. 2') > - ll ds 
TA(x'. y') 2') = 
Now < Rx'. y', 2') > over IV and 1 are distinct. The outward normals are 
- 
nw = TI = (0.0. : (31) 
in analogy with the far-field o r  Fraunhofer calculation, and T,(x'. y'. 2')  is taken t o  be a cwnstant 
here. From this it follows that 
after introducing the cylindrical cwd ina te s  whish conform to the noise-source and anten?..- 
aperture axial symmetry. The limits for these integrals are as follows: 
and 
for integrals (IV) and (1). respectively. 
Asymmetrical values for somc a~imuthai  cuts in the plane 
are anticipated. If half-planar cuts sc deemed axially symmetric in all cases, an interpolation 
technque emerges. Gach half-planar cut may be rotated through 2n radians. and P,(o. {) goes 
over t o  P,(o). Thc open surface integral is replaced by two sets of open line integrals. 
wllcrc the subscript ( 2 )  has been dropped since (32) has k e n  given. There are two sets of line 
i r i tep~ls  sinst. P ( a )  at the noise source and P (o) at the aperture m y  'have cmmpietely differ- ?n 41 
cnt cllar.~ctt'ristic'~ requiring more o r  less "interpolation". In eitller case. however. 
rllc 111nc intryrals of (34) may become summations over (Ac). Then 
Tl1;lt is, there are (m) and (n) half planar cuts for the Fresnel-reyion data at the noiw- 
tc~i lperat i l r~ source and at the aperture. respectively. Erlch of these cnrresponds t o  some dzi- 
~iluthal v:~luc \{). Each half-planar cut relates (P,) In a ont-to-onr manner with some value of 
( ( I ) .  1-3;11 half-planar cut at the noise source and the rlpcrture is subdivided into (p) and (q) 
~nrr-rvals. rt.spcct~veiy. for numerical integration purposes. 
ThC nlar1nr.r of obtaining and presenting the Fresncl-region Js ta  is now lietailed since this 
tc\i7lc is closely related to  the radiometer's g ~ > m e t r i a l  symmctr?;. Figuw 3 is an ison~etric skt.tc.11 
01' thc :lntenna aperture and observer loci which includc points Iving in the noiw .aurcc. Since 
t llc n t'i.wl antenna surface is derived fro ii; .: parent parahloid. axial sy 111mt.tr-y is replaced by 
l . ~ r  I Even though the feed 1s circularl\ symmetric w ~ ; h  respect t o  amplitude .ind 
pl1.15c. 111: ~x) l~r i ra t ion  aspects also indir-ate uniplitnsr field symmctry with t e d  1:utcr angles 
,l : ')(y'. = 90". 'Y = O0 and p, = 0, prior to system tr.lnshtion. ,*\ttcntiorl is also calleJ to  t l t ~  

differential divergence of  the prime-feed fields. which also forces uriplanar symmetry. See Fig. 
B- I ,  for which 
dBmrx = 20 log ( ~ 2 1 ~ 1 )  (37) 
although the latter is partially compensated by the feed pattern (Or = 21°, 8,  = 25'). 
Figure 3 is intended to  illustrate what may be anticipated from symmetry arguments alone. 
prior to obtaining diffraction-pattern data with a computer program. Uniphnar symnletry d i e  
tates the foliowing: 
x = 0, Ay, = 1 - Ay2 I, z = constant 
(1) The components of < Fx > are always codirectional and equal. 
(2) The romponents of < Fy > are always antidirectional and eqlial. 
(3) The components of < F, > are always codirectional and equal. 
Ax, = I - Ax2 I .  y = 0, z = cwnstant 
(4) The components of < Fx > may be co- or antidirzctionai. and either equal o r  unequal. 
( 5 )  The components of < Fy > are identically zem. 
(6) The components of < Fz > may be 50- or antidirectional, and either equal o r  unequal. 
POWER-DENSITY COMPONENTS (N = 20.84) 
A discussion of near-zone, intermediate near-zone (Fresnel) and far-zone (Fraunhofer) fields 
is found in Ref. 4. pp. 169-175. In addition, a set of graphs is given in that source showing the 
transition from Fresnel to Fraunhofer diffractior, for a 5-wavelength slot. The author (S. Silver) 
refers to a column of energy propagated geometrically near the aperture (i.e.. collimated power- 
density) and progressive diffusion o f  the field into the shadow region (i.e., a transition irom re- 
stricted plane-wave type propagation to spherical-wave radiation). Reference 1 1, p. 50-51. 
furnishes some discussion with respect to the transmit and receive points of view in the aperture 
region. 
The present treatment of the offset paraboloid deals with a conrlderably more complicated 
situation. As previourty mentioned. only uniplanar symmetry exists due to the offset geometry 
as weU as the prime-feed characteristics Also, a full thrce-dirnensionai formulation is carried in 
terms of the Poyntiq vector. Another distinction is that, in the absence of any specific informa- 
tion to the contrary, it must be asumed that the amplitude of the aperture distribution of the 
example of Ref. 4 is uniform. In the present example, the feed characteristics and the interac- 
tion of the polsrized incident wave with the reflector affect the aperture distribution that gener- 
ates the Fresnel-region fields. 
The x, y, and z components of the Poynting powerdensity vectors of the 13.2cm offset 
paraboloid are given in Figs. 4 and 5 and correspond to a 15.OdB feed edge-taper illumination at 
D*/16h and D2/8h, respectively. The conclusions previously reached from regarding the symmetry 
of the antenna system (reflector and feed) are borne out by the computer data contained in these 
figures. Px and P, are even functions, Py is an odd function. Rapid fluctuations are seen to 
exist between the two values of ( 2 )  at which the data were obtained, which is characteristic and 
definitive for the Fresnel-region. It is noted that the P, plot at z = D2/8X shows a tendency 
toward bifurcation whereas the P, plot at z = D2/16h shows a weak tendency to form a co- 
herent beam, and further displays the oscillatory nature of the Fresnel-region. Figs. 4 and 5 also 
show the sharp, nearly-geometrical cutoff of the powerdensity vectors outside of the geometrical 
bounds of the projected aperture. Also of interest is the relative intensity between the maximum 
values of the Px, P,, and the P, components: approximately 20 decibels. The overall impression 
created by these f'iiures is one of strong, but unstable or oscillatory, collimation in the 4) 
direction. 
Figwcs 6 and 7, corresponding to a O.OdB feed edge-taper illumination at D2/16X and D2/8A, 
respectively, serve to illustrate the influence of the feed directivity on the Fresnel-region intensities. 
As before, the predicted symmetry effects may be verified, and the cutoff is sharp at the 




geometric bound of the projected aperture. The relative intensity between the maximum values 
of P, Py and the P, components is now approximately 16 decibels. 
Figure 8 is a ccmposite plot of the data obtained along the lines with slope m = 0, I. 00 in 
the xy-plane, z = D2/16A. with N = 20.84. The asymmetrical nature of this result obviously re- 
quires some interpolation scheme so that the noise4emperatu.e calculation will be meaningful. 
Equation (37) was developed for dealing with a (P,) distribution such as that shown in Fig. 8. 
where only a finite number of cuts was available, and where each of t h e  cuts provided 3 certain 
number of data points depending on a chosen increment (Au). 
A summary of the effects observed for the other traverses through the Fresnel-region 
(D2/31X _< z 5 3D2/A by octaves) is given in lieu of additional plots similar to Fig. 4 through 7. 
It was found that, in all cases, the highly oscillatory nature of the three components of < > 
vanished for values of z greater than D214X over thz 30A domain of (a) explored here. The values 
of (P,) and (Py) tended toward zero. and the appearance of energy outside of the geometric 
bound increased rapidly for z greater than D2:'X. It is recalled t h t  
so thzt the half angle 
8/2-,, = 1.3" 
for the 13.2cm aperture at 60GHz. For N = 20.84. N = 0.00. the -3dB level lies outside of the 
geometric bound and beyond omax = 30A for z = 2D2/A. An zxtnpolation to the -3dB level for 
N = 0.00 was made. with a resulting est im~te that 
wn!zh IS reasonahlc conlpared to the result of the approxirn~tior! forni~~la (38). 
It 1s noted that the oscillatory character of the Fresnel-rcgion fields. pariiiularly in the (P,) 
component. may bc exploited in phycical situatiom. For exat ple, an inspectior, of the nurnxous 

pbts  of (P,) versus (o) suggested that a sclectloti of !he psit ion tx, y, z) of a ;wise source on a 
spaczm~ft iS,'C) wouM be such that, when rotating the ndiornder r?bout the x-axis, the incre- 
niental noise temperature due to thar source could he maximized or  minimized. The maximiza- 
tion might campond to an enhanced calibmtion pmcedur:, whereas the minimization might 
correspond to ordinary operation wnere a noise source to  be discriminated against was sornc 
s tn~c tua i  rnerrber on thc SIC phtfotm. 
AhTENNA WISIZ-TEMPERXlXRE (FRESNEL-REGION) 
.An estimate of the antenna noise-remperature due to ?he was?:r-like noise source 2t a d B  
tance q u a 1  to  Ddil61 fmm the aperture. as previously desaibeJ. a n  be made using the power- 
d~ i?nty  vzlues of tke sin& ((vz-plane) cut of Fig. 4. The ~lashcr adii x e  taken to  be (aM) and 
(G* - ?A) for this estixate. so that thz iatter lies entirely within the geometric bound of the 
projeded apertwe. Since < Fz > is strongly collimated at D2/16X, the denominhtor of quat ion 
(32) is approximated ss Colbws. 
The .rveragc value of (P,) over the washer is taken to be 0.15. 
Axial symr;;ctry was assumed fcr (P,) in this estimate. 
-4 more precise olculation of (TA/Ts) was made taking four fuil cuts (A{ = 45") through 
the Fresncl distribution, and proceeding as in equation (36). The denominator of (32) was 
h 
evalliated at surface ( I ) ,  reilr~ved (1 A) in the positive I I , )  direction to  obviate any difficulty 
~ i i h  singularities (r = 0) on the reflec!or surface, instead o i  the (xy) or  aperture plane. The di- 
vergeilce of < > over the (IA) distii~ce was assumed t o  be negligible. The ratio (Ts/TA ior 
Az in Fig. 3 corresponds to the case c.s:imated previously, and equals (0.037). 

ANTENNA NOISE-TEMPERATURE (MULTIPLE/CDMPLEX SOURCES) 
The convenient symmetry of the abstract noise source used in the preceding calculation of 
antenna noisc-tcmperature would seldom. if ever. be encountered in a real-world problem. Multi- 
ple and complex surface geometries of many types can be found in spacecraft enuironnrents or 
oth;rwiw imagined. It is interesting t o  L-nsider a few of these in terms of the Poynting formula- 
tion arld explore their subktirvs. Figure 10 depicts multiple closed surfaces The lnflucncs of the 
angle between the normals and the incident Poynting vector a n  be seen more clearly here than in 
the precrding calculation, where the angle was appximately ninety-degrees over the tlat washer. 
an "open" siahce. Limits of integration on the surfacus (TI . Y2. 73) of Figure 10 must n e w -  
wi ly  be found after the Poynting vector field hiis k e n  defined. o r  ctlculatcd, in this first-order 
approach. ~!lteriction between the surfaces is not c~)nsidered. The noisetemperature formulation 
for Fig. 10 cwuld be writtell in terms of open integrals as follows: 
where the lmtation Yli. etc.. implies that the integration is over that ?art of 7,. etc. which is 
il1um1natt-d by the Poynting vector t i~ld .  The sources (T,) are functions of (h. y. 2) .  
Quation (42) is actually over a closed surface such as ($2) in Fig. 2,  snd closure may be 
imagined over virtually any surfaces between the limits of integration of the physical surfaces 
show11 i l l  Fqurc 10. Since these surfaces which establish closure are associated with tern temper- 
stirrc values. they do not appear explicitly in (43). The far-field discussion is not resumed hcre 
si11c.e the Poynting vector fortnubtion is perfectly ~eneral  in both Fresnel and Fraunhofer-rcgions 
:and, 3s a practical matter, u n w s  no difficu3ies with respect tc cwre requirenrents or c.mputer 
cpu requirements. The scalar or solid angle approach of (18) remains a viable alternative where 
ihc noise scJurces are sufficiently remctc with respect to the antenna. 

A possibility not illustrated by Fig. 10, obscuration, is given as Fig. 11. In this first-order 
simulation scattering around the obstacles has been disregarded. That is. the Poy nting vector 
field which was calculated prior to the introduction of the noise sources is not amended. and a 
gtwnietric-optics viewpoint is taken upon introduction of the noise sources. Under this simplistic 
assumption. the upper part of surface (Y2) is obscured by surface (7,) in Fig. I I ,  and the limits 
of integration on (T2) must be prescribed accordingly. 
Many complex situations may arise, including cavities and seif-obscuration. Drtern~ination 
of the limits of integration for these will be extremely difficalt for general surfaces under the 
geometric-hypothesis used above. No attempt was made at this writing to treat such examples. 
They were regarded as lying beyond the scope of first-order antenna noise-temperature alculation. 
A fisw cursory remarks may be useful regarding the divergence region and the Poynting vec- 
tor formulation. Away from thr Fresnel-region. the fields of an antenna such as a paraboloid 
hepin to Jivrge as the inverse first power of distance, ~ n d  the Poynting vectors bcyin to diverge 
as the inverse second power of distance. See (21). The conservation of energy is implicit here 
since t i ~ e  area through which power flows orthogonally (< > II ii) varies directly as the second 
power of distance, and the picture is one of spherical-wave propagation. For all finite distances 
frorri finite reflector antennas the situation described is never fully reaiized. To some exLent the 
prop;lgation is curvilinear rather than rectilinear. It is possible under such circumstances, for the 
angles between the normals and the Poynting vectors on surfaces (7,) and (T2) to differ for 
"magnified" objects. See Fig. 12, where the unperturbed field of Poynting vectors is assumed and 
spheres of two sizes are placed, sequentially, in that field. If there is a presumption of curvilinear 
prop;~gation. two influences may be operative; the set of dot products in (7,) may not he repli- 
catcd ( 1 : 1 )  I I I  T, and (2) < ?i > may not vary inversely with distance squared either, even though 
area will surely vary JirectZy with distance squared. The effects might conipenwte or augment to 
some extent in a given antenna noise-temperatiire calculation. 


CONCLUSION 
This document utilized a time-average Poynting vector formulation for antenna noise- 
temperature calculations in the Fresnel-region assuming radiation pattern reciprocity. The time- 
average Poynting vector was computed from the complex scattered electric and magnetic fields 
and was regarded as a double-projection in space and time so that only synchronous, orthogonal 
components of the field-pair contributed t o  the result. Phase information, present in the classic 
Poynting vector, was suppressed, and a cross-correlation between the coherent time-average 
vector and incoherent noise-source was performed t o  obtain antenna noise-temperature values. 
The spherical surfaces, on which the values for the cross-correlation are assumea to lie in con- 
ventional Fraunhofer-region calculations, were deformed to  cylindrical shape for the Fresnel- 
region calculations. Total antenna power was obtained by integrating the time-average Poynting 
vector over the base of  a cylinder, instead of  developing the far-field pattern and integrating 
over 4% steradians of solid-angle, and was identified as an invariant for the problem. 
A discussion of the significance o f  the uniplanar synlmetry o f  the offset paraboloid and trle 
linearly-polarized feed led to a description of  the direzrions and rzlative magnitudes anticipated 
in the Fresnel-region. An estimate of antenna noise-temperature was made prior t o  the intro- 
duction of  the complete analytical/numerical determination of antenna noise-temperature by 
means of the computer program. The feed directivity was s!.own to affect the result. An inter- 
polation scheme was introduced whereby individual cuts a f  an asymmetric power-density distri- 
bution were treated as if axial syntmetry existed subject to a r  averaging process. The ratio of 
antenna noise-temperature to source temperature TA(OK)/TJOK) was found to lie between 0.014 
and 0.050 for the washer-llke source whose inner and outer radii departed from the aperture 
radius by plus/minus two wavelengths. Some dicta was presented f ~ r  multiple sources and ob- 
scuration problems. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Electric Field at Infinity 
The following development formally establishes the vanishing o f  the radial E-field at infinity. 
Ref. 6. p. 7; or Ref. 10, p. 152 provides the gradient, 
in gencral curvilinear coordinates. Then 
where 
and 
The sum of the radial E(xl, y', -') field components, neglecting Iligher-order ternis is, therefore, 
since 
APPENDIX B 
Eq~lations for the Offset Paraboloid 
Figure B-1 shows the antenna geometry used in this document The equations tbr the sur- 
face and certain other computer inputs are given below. 
A ccnvenient parametric form for the equations of an offset paraboloid expresses coordinates 
on a parent paraboloid, whose vertex lies on the TZ axis, in terms of a radial variable (up) em- 
anating from a local o r  offset-paraboloid generating axis and an azimuthal variable (flp). 
I xp = ulp sin fhp + xlp, X1p < O  ( I -811 
The mid-point of the circular (projected) aperture of the offset paraboloid can be situated 
at the origin of coordinates, as shown in Fig. B-I, by a simple translation. Then 
It follows that 
xm = up sin clp 
ym ' 'Ulp C O S { ~  
Parameters for the radiometer geometry of  Fig. B-1 are 
A = 0.01 6-79' (0.50cm) 
f = bO.0 GHz 
1 1  = 0.5  
SIGN = 1 .(! 
focal length 
maximum aperture radius 
minimum aperture radius 
x4f f .W 
y-offset 
(0, F) co;igruence 
*-translation o f  AP 
y-translation of AY 
z-translation of AP 
wavelength 
frequency 
sampling interval (max.) o n  surface 
control parameter 
feed strength o r  weight 
feed initial phase 
Cartesian polarization moments for feed 
x-feed position 
y-feed position 
z-feed position 
K = = 90.0". r = 0.0' Eulerian angles for fced 
feed exponents for -1 5dB o r  OdB source-taper 
(win spsce divergence) 

